MEMBERSHIP FEES:
Various rates were suggested for regular members, students and organizations as well as different levels of membership.
The rate of US $10/year for all members was suggested and accepted.
(Members were informed by letter November 26, 1979, of the necessity for dues and requested to send $10 to our office.)
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE:
It was suggested forming a committee to disseminate local EIG information and to solicit new members by geographic area. Three people volunteered to act on such a committee:
William Neville -Denver Zoo -Central Area Bill Dunlap -Baltimore Zoo -East Coast Judith Berg -Long Beach, California -West Coast
ELEPHANT AWARENESS CAMPAIGN:
A group discussion on the nature of EIG organization and its goals was conducted.
Members do not wish EIG to be primarily a "save the species" group at this time.
Although the publication Elephant has become more technically oriented than news oriented, it was agreed * 1 that the mixture of interests and information thus far presented in Elephant should be retained.
PUBLICATION OF ELEPHANT:
Suggestions for help.
(1) Bibliography committee: Ultimately, the bibliography could be typed by outside help in five-year groups and sent to the Detroit office to be put in a computer file and in subsequent publication.
Richard Lair, David Berg and Judith Berg offered assistance in achieving this objective.
(2) Editorial Board:
Additional staff are needed to review and edit materials and articles for publication.
A number of people volunteered in their areas of interest and other names were suggested.
A letter was written Vol. 1, No. 4 (December 20, 1979) in order to Elephant Number 4. Some of those under EDITORIAL BOARD AND REVIEWERS organize an editorial board to assist with who participated in the effort are listed , page opposite A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR.
IVORY IMPORTATION:
Consideration of a ban on ivory import into the United States was discussed and a general consensus was reached. The idea of importing raw ivory only with a stamp from the country of origin was favored. It was agreed that some additional input from members would be necessary. Subsequently, the EIG Ad Hoc Ivory Committee was formed and a questionnaire was sent on July 18, 1980 to EIG members and friends.
(See section in Ban-the-Ivory Campaign II for results of this survey.)
Three films pertaining to elephant behavior and surgery were shown by Jack Adams at the end of the discussions. We would like to take this opportunity to thank those who attended the meetings and volunteered to help.
Special thanks go to B. J. Verts and the Local Committee of the ASM for their help in arranging for these meetings.
We also appreciate the tour of the Washington Park Zoo, Portland, Oregon, guided by J. Stephen McCusker.
The trip was enjoyable despite the unexpected shower sprayed on us by "Packy", the male Asian elephant. Over 100 people attended the movie. Many indicated that they enjoyed it and some requested the address of the rental company.
MEETING OF THE ELEPHANT INTEREST GROUP
" Wine and peanuts were shared. Discussions included the following topics.
H.R. 4865:
The latest information on the status of H.R. 4865 (the Elephant Protection Act -see article in this issue) and the Chafee-Culver amendment were discussed.
Steve Humphrey, Office of Ecological Studies, University of Florida, had attended meetings on legal proceedings for the l egislation at U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service the week before, and he explained
